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INTRODUCTION 

Science Fair is an event to allow interested students to pursue a personal interest in science and 
express some newly learned knowledge through a science project.  It is meant to be a fun and 
productive learning experience. 

TIMELINE 

Science Fair takes place the week of May 16-18, 2016.  Projects are due at school by Monday, 
May 16, 2016, during the week of Open House.  This is a home project to be completed by the 
student with some guidance from parents.  It is a voluntary project unless required by your 
teacher as part of the science grade.  Your child’s teacher may have other classroom guidelines 
and requirements that supersede the ones in this handbook.  If not, use the rules of this 
handbook to guide you. 

THREE OPTIONS FOR PROJECTS 

Field Collection 

The student organizes a collection, most likely a nature collection.  Primary students can group 
together objects from this collection by an observable trait, by location found or by another 
known trait.  Examples include sorting leaves by how many lobes they have, sorting rocks by 
color, sorting seeds by type (vegetable, fruit, tree).  See Page 3 for a diagram of the display 
board. 

Explanation 

The student will explain how something works with a poster illustration, either with or without a 
model.  Examples include a bike, a car, a plane or any other human-made machine or tool.  In 
such cases, only basic explanations of the main systems of the object are necessary.  For a 
nature explanation, examples might include a frog’s life cycle, a butterfly’s life cycle or how 
clouds are made.  See Page 3 for a diagram of the display board. 

Demonstration 

The student makes a working model of something and explains how it works.  Examples include 
a doorbell, a windmill, a volcano, a flashlight, a terrarium or a river.  The model can be 
something from nature or a tool, machine or system made by humans.  See Page 3 for a 
diagram of this project type. 
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DUE DATE 

Projects are due Monday, May 16th for classroom viewing and for placement in the 
Science Fair.  Projects will be grouped by grade level in the cafeteria on Monday 
afternoon.  

PRESENTATION 

Each class will have a scheduled time period (30 minutes) on Tuesday or Wednesday to 
view the science projects.  Two classes will be paired.  During this time, those who 
have submitted projects will have the opportunity to stand by their projects 
and informally explain what they have done.  Explanations will be given to other 
students and parents passing by, not to the whole auditorium.  We invite parents to 
these sessions to ask questions of the students to help validate their efforts. 

Projects will remain on display all of Tuesday and Wednesday through Open House 
Wednesday night.  At the end of that evening, students should take their projects back 
home.  

Project display boards are the most important part of the presentation.  Please follow 
these guidelines: 

• Use any standard size display board.  They come in different sizes depending on 
where they are purchased.  You may also construct your own display board by 
cutting open a cardboard box and trimming the bottom.  Use the diagrams on Page 
2 as a guideline with the maximum size of 40 inches wide and 50 inches tall.  

• Print or type neat, bold headings and make all other parts readable. 

PARENT GUIDANCE 

This is your child’s project and is to be his or her effort.  However, your support will go 
a long way. 

• Be encouraging. 

• Keep your child on a timeline. 

• Make sure they are using safe materials. 

• Help them get the materials they need. 

• Parents of younger students can help students write or type. 

• Help your child organize his or her thoughts. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR PROJECTS 

Collections – Collect, group and label… 
Seeds, rocks, acorns, pine cones, shells, grasses, flower leaves, different pine needles, 
tree bark, different kinds of sand, different kinds of soil (displays nicely in small jars).   

Note:  Do not take samples from state or national parks or beaches.  There are many 
legal places to get samples, such as in your own backyard or Grandma’s or certain city 
beaches such as Santa Cruz or Capitola which have fewer restrictions.  City or County 
parks are often okay.  Items like seeds can be purchased or accept expired seeds from 
someone who doesn’t need them any longer. 

Explanations and Demonstrations – Show how… 

A working machine or tool such as: 
a flashlight, traffic light, electromagnet, alarm, doorbell, thermometer, windmill, 
drawbridge, plane, train, bicycle or fan 

Something in nature such as: 
The kind of home an animal has built such as a beaver’s dam or bird’s nest, a 
prairie dog burrow, an ant hill or a bee hive. 

There are many other ideas for doing a science fair project.  Look for other ideas at the 
library, in stores, on the Internet or ask your teacher for suggestions.  Do not worry if 
another student in the school is doing the same project.  It is actually a benefit for 
viewers to compare the results of similar projects.   

Good luck! 

Website Suggestions 

http://scienceclub.org/kidlink1.html 

http://www.all-science-fair-projects.com 

http://www.sciencewithme.com 

http://www.scienceproject.com 

http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project_ideas.shtml 

http://school.discoveryeducation.com/sciencefaircentral 



Sartorette School 
Science Fair Entry Form 

 

The Sartorette School staff will be responsible for arranging the science projects as they 
are received.  In order to provide adequate display space, please fill out the entry form 
and turn it in to the front office as soon as you’ve chosen a project but no later than 
Friday, April 29, 2016.   

 

Student ______________________________________        Room Number _________ 

Title of Project __________________________________________________________ 


